The utility of assessing the gross appearances of FNA specimens.
Ideally, fine needle aspiration (FNA) cytology should be performed with near-patient assessment of the adequacy of the specimen by a cytopathologist. However, this is often not feasible. A cruder alternative is for the FNA practitioner to examine the gross appearances of the specimen and to try to predict the its quality. This study set out to determine the value of this approach. The study was conducted in tertiary public hospitals in New Zealand and the UK. FNA gross material grading was performed by a variety of pathologists on FNA samples taken using manual guidance and image guidance. The FNA gross material grade was compared with the findings on microscopic examination. Nine out of 123 FNA samples were assessed as Grade 1 (unlikely to contain diagnostic material). All were subsequently reported as having insufficient diagnostic tissue on microscopic examination. Forty-two of the FNA samples were assessed as Grade 2 (possibly contains diagnostic material) and 46 as Grade 3 (probably contains diagnostic material). None from either of these grades was reported as showing insufficient diagnostic material on microscopic examination. Twenty-six cases were reported as Grade 4 (material suggesting a specific diagnosis). None of these was reported as showing insufficient diagnostic material on microscopic examination. The most common Grade 4 provisional diagnosis was that of a colloid cyst or colloid nodule of the thyroid (seven cases). Only two cases had misleading Grade 4 provisional diagnoses. Both were thought to be pus on gross examination but showed necrotic carcinoma on microscopic examination. The gross appearances of FNA samples can usually predict the adequacy of the samples and sometimes predict the final microscopic diagnosis. However, near-patient microscopic assessment of FNA specimens is preferable if available.